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ABSTRACT The conventional histogram equalisation (CHE), though being simple and widely used
technique for contrast enhancement, but fails to preserve the mean brightness and natural appearance of
images. Most of the improved histogram equalisation (HE) methods give better performance in terms of
one or twometrics and sacrifice their performance in terms of other metrics. In this paper, a novel fuzzy based
bi-HE method is proposed which equalises low contrast images optimally in terms of all considered metrics.
The novelty of the proposed method lies in selection of fuzzy threshold value using level-snip technique
which is then used to partition the histogram into segments. The segmented sub-histograms, like other bi-HE
methods, are equalised independently and are combined together. Simulation results show that for wide-
range of test images, the proposed method improves the contrast while preserving other characteristics and
provides good trade-off among all the considered performance metrics.
INDEX TERMS Contrast enhancement, histogram equalisation, image transformation, fuzzy membership
function, dynamic range, optimal threshold.
I. INTRODUCTION
The availability of external light source is one of the impor-
tant factor that affects the appearance of images. It has been
observed that images may completely be washed-out due to
over-exposure of external light (image with large number of
bright pixels) or may appear very dark due to insufficient light
intensity (image with large number of dark pixels). In each
case, the resulting images are of poor contrast and many
image details are hardly visible. The sensitivity of camera
sensors also affects the quality of images. The inferior sen-
sitivity of charge coupled device/complementary metal oxide
semiconductor (CCD/CMOS) sensors usually fail to capture
entire available dynamic range, resulting in poor contrast
and the details of the images appear less appealing [1], [2].
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Haimiao Hu.
Consequently, the contrast enhancement techniques are used
to improve the quality of such low-contrast images.
The contrast enhancement has also found its application
in biomedical imaging for computer aided diagnosis of var-
ious disease such as detection of malignant/benign lesions,
knee joint ailment etc. The classification/detection of diag-
nostically small lesions is a challenging task in machine
learning due to the small variation in intensities across the
lesion’s edge with respect to its surrounding. The contrast
enhancement of such images before applying machine learn-
ing algorithm are useful in detecting the small lesions [3]–[5].
Furthermore, the significant role of contrast enhancement has
also been observed in tracking the objects under low visibility
conditions when the object are not clearly visible or differen-
tiable in images or videos [6].
The conventional histogram equalisation (CHE) technique
is one of the widely used, simple and effective method for
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image contrast enhancement [7]. In CHE, the input intensity
levels are transformed to other intensity levels by using the
cumulative distribution function (cdf) of input image as a
mapping function. It achieves overall contrast enhancement
by stretching its occupied intensity range to the full dynamic
range, that is, [0, 2n−1] for n-bit/pixel image. Although CHE
has been considered as an efficacious method, it either shifts
the mean brightness of the image or over enhances some
regions of the image, resulting in loss of natural appearances
of image. To overcome these limitations and to control the
level of contrast enhancement in processed images, various
improved HE methods have been suggested in the litera-
ture [8]–[36]. These methods can be broadly classified into
two major categories namely bi-H and multi-HE methods
depending on the number of segments the image histogram
is partitioned. The HE methods in each category can further
be classified into two sub-categories depending on the mod-
ifications in sub-histograms before applying the equalisation
process. The first sub-category includes simple threshold
based histogram partitioning followed histogram equalisa-
tion (HE) of each sub-histogram without any pre-processing
[8]–[13], [17], [18], [27], [28], whereas in the second cat-
egory the HE methods use pre-histogram controllers that
modify the characteristics of sub-histograms before the
equalisation process [14]–[16], [19]–[24].
A number of bi-HE methods have been designed to
preserve the brightness of the input image by segmenting
image histogram into small sub-histograms using mean (or
median) intensity as threshold value, and equalising each sub-
histogram independently [8]–[11]. These methods mainly
suffer from the intensity saturation problem and exces-
sive shifting of high peak regions of the histogram during
enhancement process, resulting in the loss of information
(entropy value) and natural appearance due to excessive shift-
ing ofmean brightness value of the histogram in the processed
images. To overcome these limitations, many advance HE
methods are being developed that enhances the contrast of the
input image either by maximising the entropy of the output
image [12], [13], or by pre-process the input histogram (or
use pre-histogram controller) before equalisation to avoid
the excessive shifting of high peak regions in the output
histogram [14]–[16].
To overcome the drawbacks of bi-HE methods, a number
of multi-HE methods have been suggested [17]–[24]. Among
them the recursive mean-separate histogram equalisation
(RMSHE) [17] and recursive sub-image histogram equalisa-
tion (RSIHE) [18] are the most popular as they are direct
extensions of corresponding bi-HE methods namely BBHE
[10] and DSIHE [11] methods respectively. These multi-HE
methods control the brightness shift in the processed images
to preserve the brightness and natural appearance, but at the
cost of increased complexity and reduced contrast enhance-
ment compared to CHE and bi-HE methods. Furthermore,
it has been observed that the applying equalisation process to
the large number of segments may not expand the dynamic
range effectively resulting into severe saturation problem
which in turn lead to the visual artifacts in the processed
images. Recently dynamic HE methods has been introduced
to overcome the intensity saturation problem in the processed
images by stretching the image histogram before the equalisa-
tion [19]–[24]. The relatively inferior contrast enhancement
property of mlti-HE methods in comparison to CHE and
b-HE methods is undesirable for many applications where
processed histogram with larger variance is required.
The fuzzy-based rules are also applied in histogram equal-
isation process to control excessive brightness shift in the
processed images. The fuzzy HE (FHE) methods usually
transform crisp histogram to a fuzzy histogram and use statis-
tical approaches for histogram segmentation [23], [25], [26].
It has been observed that fuzzy histogram may handle the
imprecision in intensity levels and can deliver smooth his-
togram for hassle-free partitioning [23]. The role of fuzzy
histogram in equalisation process has been studied to some
extent [29], [32]–[39], but to the best of our knowledge,
it’s application for finding optimal threshold for histogram
partitioning in bi- or multi-HE methods has not yet been
explored. Therefore this paper proposes the use of fuzzy logic
in searching the optimal threshold for histogram partitioning
for bi-HE methods.
A. MOTIVATION
It has been observed that BBHE [10] and DSIHE [11] tech-
niques which segments the image histogram into two non-
overlapping segments by considering the mean andmedian of
the input image as threshold respectively and then applying
the CHE on each histogram segment independently, may not
always result into the best performance of bi-HE methods
for all metrics. In order to justify the validity of our claims,
two images are selected from the database of 100 training
images used in this work. Fig. 1 illustrates the impact of
varying the threshold intensity levels on the performance
of bi-HE method, measured in terms of six metrics namely
mean brightness, entropy (E), standard deviation (SD), edge
based contrast measurement (EBCM) [40], universal image
quality (UIQ) [41] and peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR).
Note that, all themetrics for each image have been normalised
on the scale of [0,1] and plotted in same graph for better data
visualisation.
It can be observed from Figs. 1(a)-(b) that for both images,
BBHE and DSIHE methods does not always gives the best
performance for all considered metrics by selecting the mean
and median values as threshold for histogram segmentation.
Further, a close observation of Table 1 reveals that the thresh-
old for best performance value of all metrics lie closer to
either mean of the input image rather than exactly on mean
values. For example, for ID0001 image, best performance
in terms of SD and E are obtained when threshold value is
below but close to input mean value; while for other metrics
namely mean absolute difference (or absolute mean error),
PSNR, UIQ and EBCM, the best performance is obtained at
the threshold values that are higher than input mean value.
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TABLE 1. Deviation of threshold value from its mean(µ) leading to best performance value for different metrics for two test images ID0001 and ID0004.
FIGURE 1. Impact of varying threshold intensity for histogram
segmentation on the performance of bi-HE method that has been
estimated using six performance evaluation metrics (AMBE, SD, E, PSNR,
UIQ and EBCM) for images: (a) ID0001 and (b) ID0004.
An almost inverse observation can be inferred for ID0004
image.
Furthermore, for data set of 100 gray-scale images,
we have observed that for images havingmean intensity value
(µ) below L/2 (where L is total number of discrete levels of
the image), the best performance of bi-HE method in terms
of absolute mean brightness error (AMBE), EBCM, UIQ and
PSNR are obtained at threshold value greater than the image
mean, whereas the best performance in terms of E and SD
are obtained for threshold value slightly lower than the image
mean. The case is reversed for the images with µ ≥ L/2.
From these observations, it can be asserted that
mean/median based bi-HE methods (namely BBHE/DSIHE)
do not necessarily have their best performance, rather the
optimal threshold value (threshold at which the best per-
formance is obtained) varies from criterion to criterion.
Though optimal threshold lies around the mean/median but
not exactly on mean/median. Therefore it is obvious that a
mean or median-based thresholding does not give optimal
performance of bi-HE methods for all metrics. Therefore,
there is a need to develop a new methodology to obtain
a threshold value that gives optimal performance for all
metrics.
Hence, in this work, we have used a fuzzy-based approach
that uses a customised membership function depending on
image’s mean intensity value and introduced a novel snipping
process for that membership function. The snipping process
clips the membership function, and if the function is nega-
tively skewed for µ < L/2 then the threshold value will be
more but closer to the image mean intensity. While the case
is reverse for µ ≥ L/2, as a positively skewed membership
function will be selected to obtain threshold value near to but
less than the image mean intensity value.
B. CONTRIBUTION
In this paper, a novel fuzzy-based threshold selection criterion
is suggested for histogram partitioning to perform bi-HE on
low-contrast images, which aimed to focus on enhancing the
low contrast images by finding an optimal threshold that can
equally favour all performance metrics instead of focusing
on accomplishment of one or two metric(s) out of all. Unlike
other HE methods, the main feature of the proposed bi-HE
method lies in its optimal performance in terms of all con-
sidered parameters. This optimal performance is in contrast
to that of existing bi-HE methods namely BBHE and DSIHE
[10], [11], which are not able to satisfy all requirements such
as contrast improvement, natural preservation and maintain
the mean intensity value in processed images. The proposed
technique is also extended to colour images, in which colour
images are first transformed to HSV colour model and pro-
posed algorithm is applied to the luminance (V ) component
only.
C. ORGANISATION OF PAPER
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II
contains the details of the proposed algorithm. Section III
includes results for wide range of images taken from various
data sets and relevant discussions. In Section IV, the proposed
method is extended to colour images and its performance for
colour image enhancement is reported. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section V.
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II. PROPOSED FUZZY-BASED BI-HE METHOD
As stated earlier, the focus of present work is to develop
a novel fuzzy-based algorithm to find a threshold for his-
togram partitioning, which can provide an optimal trade-off
among various performance metrics, as mean/median based
threshold is not always a better choice. The main objective of
proposed method is to obtain an appropriate threshold value
to segment image histogram into sub-histograms for bi-HE
methods, so that desirable objective and subjective qual-
ity can be achieved. For this purpose the proposed method
utilises fuzzy logic with asymmetrical triangular membership
function. The details of steps involved in the proposedmethod
are discussed in the following sub-sections.
A. FUZZY-BASED THRESHOLD SELECTION
The novelty of the proposed method lies in finding fuzzy-
based threshold for histogram partitioning in bi-HE methods.
The proposed method uses two customised (one positively
and one negatively skewed) triangular membership functions
(MFs), the parameters of which are determined from the
mean and standard deviation of image intensity. The range
of possible values of threshold (middle value of this range is
considered as threshold) is obtained by overlapping ranges
obtained from each of two the MFs using fuzzy level-snip
approach.
1) MEMBERSHIP FUNCTIONS (MFS) AND FUZZY RULES
The first step in the proposed method is to design suitable
membership functions. Though the symmetrical triangular
membership functions are widely used in fuzzy theory, in this
work we propose to use two asymmetrical triangular func-
tions, each skewed for one of sloped lines, called negatively
and positively skewed triangular fuzzy membership function
respectively. Two statistical parameters namely mean bright-
ness (µ) and standard deviation (σ ) of input image (I ) are
used to compute the edges of these MFs. Our observations
over a large image data set reveal that the threshold for
histogram partitioning offering the best performance of six
considered metrics mostly lie within the range of [µ − σ ,
µ + σ ]. The µ and σ of a given input I can be evaluated















where n(xk ) is total number of pixels with k th intensity, N
is total number of pixels in the image, and xl and xh are the
lowest and highest intensity levels of the image respectively.
The asymmetrical (skewed) triangular MFs can be described
in terms of three variables, namely a1, a2, and a3, called fuzzy
numbers, which determines the spatial coordinates of three
vertices of MF, as expressed in Eqn. (3).
f (x) =

0, x ≤ a1
x − a1
a2 − a1
, a1 ≤ x ≤ a2
a3 − x
a3 − a2
, a2 ≤ x ≤ a3
0, x ≥ a3
(3)
The values of a1 and a3 are fixed asµ−σ andµ+σ respec-
tively, whereas the value of a2 depends on the mean value of
the input image and skewness of the membership function.
The value of a2 is determined according to following rules
(assume L − 1 = 2n − 1, where n = 0 for black colour and
n = 8 for white colour in 8-bit gray scale image):
Rule I
a: Ifµ < L/2, then parameter a2 = a
−
2 = µ+σ /2 (negative
skewness), for optimising AMBE, EBCM, UIQ and PSNR
metrics.
b: Ifµ ≥ L/2, then parameter a2 = a
+
2 = µ−σ /2 (positive
skewness), for optimising AMBE, EBCM, UIQ and PSNR
metrics.
Rule II
a: If µ ≥ L/2, then parameter a2 = a
−
2 = µ + σ/2
(negative skewness), for optimising E and SD metrics.
b: If µ < L/2, then parameter a2 = a
+
2 = µ − σ/2
(positive skewness), for optimising E and SD metrics.
Therefore a triangular skewed membership function can
be specified by specifying (a1, 0), (a2, 1) and (a3, 0) as three
corners of a triangle. After determining the skewed triangular
membership function f (x) for each set of the performance
metrics, the next step is to determine the range of x (intensity
range) in which the optimal threshold for histogram segmen-
tation may lie.
2) FUZZY LEVEL-SNIP
In the proposed work, we use the fuzzy level-snip technique,
in which the triangular membership function f (x) is snipped
horizontally at a finite level l ∈ [0, 1]. The appropriate value
of l is determined using the algorithm whose pseudo code
is shown in Algorithm 1 for ζ = 100 training images. The
difference between upper and lower values of x for which
f (x) ≥ l is selected as desirable range of x in which the
optimal threshold is to be searched. Let these upper and lower
values of x satisfying f (x) ≥ l are denoted as (λlL , λ
l
U ),
which are shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b) for positively and
negatively skewed MFs respectively. For a skewed triangular
membership function f (x) with (a1, 0), (a2, 1) and (a3, 0) as
coordinates of its three corners, λlL (the value of x at which
f (x) = l intersects the line joining corners (a1, 0) and (a2, 1))
can be determined using eq. 4.
λlL = a1 + (a2 − a1)× l (4)
Similarly λlU (the value of x at which f (x) = l intersects
the line joining corners (a2, 1) and (a3, 0), can be determined
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FIGURE 2. A positively and negatively skewed triangular fuzzy MF with level-snip (a) Positively skewed (b) Negatively skewed.
using eq. 5.
λlU = a3 − (a3 − a2)× l (5)
Since the objective of proposed technique to find suitable
threshold for histogram partitioning to achieve optimal per-
formance for multiple criteria, and the triangular membership
function to be selected is based on these criteria according to
the rules specified above, therefore, it is required to determine
λlL and λ
l
U for both positively and negatively skewed triangu-
lar MFs, denoted as (λl+L , λ
l+




U ) respectively as
illustrated in Figs. 2(a) and (b).
3) THRESHOLD SELECTION
After determining the lower and upper ranges of intensities
from the level-snips of positively and negatively skewed
triangular MFs i.e. (λl+L , λ
l+




U ), the next step
is to determine the intensity range that is common in two
MFs and then the statistical mean of this common range is
selected as desired fuzzy threshold t . Let λL and λU are the
lower and upper limits of the common range, where λL =
max(λl−L , λ
l+




U ). The fuzzy threshold




xk × p(xk ) (6)
where, p(xk ) is the probability distribution function (pdf) of
k th intensity level xk . It should be noted that, the purpose
of opting two skewed asymmetrical triangular membership
functions is to adjust λL and λU , and therefore the threshold
t according to snip level l, which is otherwise not possible
in a symmetrical triangular membership functions. Note that,
the novelty of the work lies in the selection of optimum value
of the threshold t (which is amean value of intersecting region
between two differently skewed MF’s) that solely depends





U ; and eventually the values of different λ’s are
used to find the common or intersecting region between both
differently skewed MF’s.
B. HISTOGRAM SEGMENTATION AND EQUALISATION
In a bi-HE method, once the optimal threshold intensity ’t’
(as defined in Eqn. (6)) is determined, the histogram H (xk )
(= n(xk ), where k ∈ [0,L − 1]) of the input image I can be
segmented into two sub-histograms, namely lower and upper
sub-histograms i.e. HL(xk ) and HU (xk ) respectively (refer to








HU (xk ) =
{
H (xk ), if xk ∈ [t + 1, L − 1]
0, otherwise
(8)
It should be noted that HL(xk ) ∪ HU (xk ) = H (xk ) and
HL(xk ) ∩ HU (xk ) = ∅. Two sub-images, one corresponding
to each segmented sub-histogram, are then equalised inde-
pendently using conventional HE method. The TL and TU ,
the transformation functions used to equalise lower and upper
sub-histograms (or sub-images) respectively, are defined in
Eqns. (9) and (10) as:








pU (xk )| (10)
where, | · | rounds rational number to nearest gray scale value,
and pL(xk ) and pU (xk ) are probability distribution function of
HL(xk ) and HU (xk ) respectively.
C. ESTIMATION OF SNIPPING LEVELS
As mentioned earlier, the performance of the proposed algo-
rithm solely depends on estimation of optimal values of
snipping levels l+ and l−. The value of both levels has
been estimated by training the algorithm over the data set
of 100 images. The metrics that have been used to train the
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FIGURE 3. Variation in performance of different metrics for image ID0001 for different fuzzy level-snips.
algorithm are AMBE, SD error, E error, PSNR, UIQ and
EBCM error. In order to estimate the optimal value of levels
l+ and l−, firstly for each training image, all possible values
of l ranging from 0 to 1 with step size of 10−1 are considered
and the values of all six metrics are recorded against each
combination of l+ and l−. Since the value of threshold t ,
calculated using 6 for each training image changes according
to the selected combination of the snipping levels l+ and
l−, for each image the combination of l+ and l− values that
gives the best value of corresponding performance metrics
are noted, and finally the averaged value (of 100 training
images) is considered for further evaluation. The pseudo-
code of the optimisation routine for estimating final value
of l+ and l− is given in Algorithm-1. Fig. 3 illustrates the
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo Code of Optimisation Algorithm
Using a Training Database Having ζ Number of Images
Data: I (υ), where υ = 1 : ζ
Result: Final optimum values of l− and l+
Initialise;
Load data set I (υ);
for υ = 1 : ζ do
Calculate µ(υ) and σ (υ);
Calculate triangular fuzzy nos. z(υ) =(a1, a2, a3);
Set a1=µ(υ)− σ (υ) and a3=µ(υ)+ σ (υ);
for l− = 0 : 1 with step-size= 10−1 do
Set a2 = µ(υ)+ σ (υ)/2;
Calculate λl−L and λ
l−
U ;
for l+ = 0 : 1 with step-size= 10−1 do
Set a2 = µ(υ)− σ (υ)/2;






xk (v)× p(xk (v));
Segment histogram H (I (υ)) via t(υ);
Apply transformation process (T ) over
sub-histograms;
Get output image O(υ) = T (I (υ)) ;
Record AMBE, SD error, E error, PSNR,
UIQ and EBCM error;
end
end
Extract and save best combination of l− and l+
giving optimal performance for six metrics;
end
Get final average values of l− and l+.
outcome of optimisation routine for ID0001 image. From
Fig. 3(a)-(f), the best combination value of levels l+ and
l− lies in the region near zero. The proposed optimisation
routine is applied to all 100 test images to estimate the best
performance values of l+ and l− for each image, and then
finally averaged to find the optimal values of l+ and l−.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The proposed algorithm and its optimisation routine
(Algorithm-1) are implemented in MATLAB R2013b and
executed on a PC equipped with Core i7 3.06GHz processor
and 32 GB of RAM. The optimal average values of l− and l+
estimated over a training set of 100 images are come out to
be 0.1385 and 0.2515 respectively; which are then used for
testing purpose on data set of 1000 images.
A. DATA SET
The core objective of the proposed algorithm is to enhance the
contrast of diverse natural images, that have wide variation in
statistical specifications along with variation in appearances.
The data set considered in this study includes dissimilar set
of images which can be broadly classified into ariel, texture,
sequence, plant, under water, remotely sensed images etc.
One of the reasons behind opting such wide class of data
FIGURE 4. Comparison of mean and median based methods and
proposed fuzzy-based method using box plots.
set is to quantify diversity of the natural images. The four
metrics that define the training set are mean, SD, E (bits)
and EBCM having average value of 131.27, 35.81, 6.62 and
0.20 respectively. On the other hand, the average mean, SD,
E (bits) and EBCM value of test image data set is 136.26,
45.56, 6.55 and 0.13 respectively. It is worth noting that,
the difference in the average values between metrics of both
data sets (training and test) represents diversity of randomly
selected data sets.
B. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Before evaluating and comparing the subjective and objective
performances of the proposed method with other contempo-
rary HE methods, first consider the selection of threshold t
for histogram partitioning. It is a established fact that the
mean/median based histogram partitioned bi-HE methods
do not give the the optimal performance in terms of all
different metrics. In order to verify the fact that the best
performing threshold for histogram partitioning is not nec-
essarily mean or median intensity, Fig. 4 compares the box-
plots of various thresholds selection methods for 1000 test
images. Observing the size of the boxes, it can be stated
that, the proposed fuzzy method produces different threshold
values for 1000 test images compared to mean/median of the
images, but the overall means of all three methods are close to
each other which strengthen our hypothesis. Furthermore, the
p-value ofKruskal-wallis onewayANOVA test [42] is used to
analyse the statistical variance in means of three populations.
Applying ANOVA test on the data obtained from 1000 test
images, it is found that, the p-values for mean threshold
vs. proposed threshold is 0.61 and for median threshold vs.
proposed threshold is 0.66. In this case, the null hypothesis is
that, the mean values of population for all three methods are
equal. Since the obtained p-value is greater than the signifi-
cance level of 1%, there is not enough evidence to reject the
null hypothesis; and it can be concluded that, the proposed
fuzzy method segments the histogram (and the image) with
threshold not exactly at mean/median of image intensity, but
it lies very close to the mean/median values.
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TABLE 2. Average mean, SD, E, and EBCM of ID0001, ID0002, ID0003, ID0004, 100 training and 1000 test images.
TABLE 3. Comparison of various HE methods in terms of six different metrics.
In order to compare the performance of proposed fuzzy
bi-HE method with other contemporary methods such
as CHE [7], BBHE [10], DSIHE [11], BHEPL [43],
BHEPL-D [44], BPDFHE [23], SDDMHE-M [20],
SDDMHE-D [20] and TDCHE-M [21], again the same data
set of 1000 test images is used. Among the considered
methods, BBHE and DSIHE are the simplest bi-HE methods
and use mean and median intensity values of input image as
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FIGURE 5. Results of various HE methods for ID0001 image.
threshold for histogram segmentation. On the other hands,
BHEPL and BHEPL-D are the bi-HE methods that use pre-
histogram controller tomodify the segmented sub-histograms
before the histogram equalisation. Similarly, among the
multi-HE methods, BPDFHE is a simple threshold based
fuzzy HE method, while SDDMHE’s and TDCHE-M meth-
odsmodify the segmented histograms before the equalisation.
The detailed subjective analysis is presented for four images,
whereas six metrics namely AMBE, SD, E, PSNR, UIQ and
EBCM, are used for the objective analysis. The statistical
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FIGURE 6. Results of various HE methods for ID0002 image.
and some objective parameters of 100 training images and
1000 test images along with that of four sample images
(ID0001, ID0002, ID0003 and ID0004) are listed in Table 2.
The image ID0001 shown in Fig. 5(a) is a low contrast
mid tone image consisting of lesser number of dark and
bright pixels. Figs. 5(b)-(f) and (k) show images equalised
using CHE and various bi-HE methods namely BBHE,
DSIHE, BHEPL, BHEPL-D and the proposed method,
whereas Figs. 5(g)-(j) show the images processed using fuzzy
BPDFHE and multi-level non-fuzzy HE methods such as
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FIGURE 7. Results of various HE methods for ID0003 image.
SDDMHE-M, SDDMHE-D and TDCHE-Mmethods respec-
tively. The corresponding normalised histograms for each
method is shown at top left corner within each image. From
Figs. 5(b)-(f) and (k), it can be observed that the histograms of
bi-HE methods have better expansion of intensities. Among
the multi-HE methods, BPDFHE has improper expansion of
bins, thereby suffers with non-linear enhancement problem.
This is due to the facts that this method selects peak-based
thresholds lying closer to each other and therefore it fails to
utilise the entire dynamic range for enhancement, which is
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FIGURE 8. Results of various HE methods for ID0004 image.
evident from Figs. 5(g), as the higher intensity values have
almost negligible presence. Although SDDMHE methods
(for n = 2, w = 10) have better control on saturation
artifacts and have uniform expansion of bins, as evident
from corresponding histograms shown in Figs. 5(h) and (i).
However, these methods do not offer any control mechanism
to utilise full dynamic range for better contrast enhancement.
Observing the image illustrated in Fig. 5(j) and respective his-
togram processed by TDCHE-M method, it can be perceived
that this method failed to optimally select the thresholds
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TABLE 4. Comparison of various HE methods in terms of average values (for 1000 test images) of AMBE, SD, E, PSNR, UIQ, EBCM and total execution time.
FIGURE 9. Normalised bar plots of various HE methods for different metrics.
for segmenting, which leads to the problem of non-linear
enhancement of images. Similar observations can also be
inferred from Figs. 6 and 7 for ID0002 and ID0003 images
respectively.
The test image ID0004 illustrated in Fig. 8 is a brighter and
textured image, as evident from the mean brightness value
and peaks in the histogram. The main reason of considering
such a textured image is that such images are relatively
more prone to the over enhancement during the equalisa-
tion process, and it is worth investigating the performance
of proposed method for such images. A close observation
of Figs. 8(b)-(k) reveals that CHE, DSIHE, BHEPL and
BPDFHEmethods fail to efficiently enhance the contrast and
the output image suffered from over enhancement problem,
whereas the SDDMHE-M and SDDMHE-D methods are
unable to enhance the image details as evident by comparing
the histograms of input and processed images. On the other
hand, BBHE, TDCHE-M and proposed methods have com-
paratively better enhancement control which can be observed
from upper-left and lower-right regions of respective images.
As stated earlier the objective of proposed method is to
select a threshold for histogram partitioning in bi-HE process
that gives close to the best performance for all six metrics
used in this work. In order to verify that the proposed method
achieves this objective, Table 3 presents the quantitative com-
parison of the proposed method with other methods men-
tioned earlier in terms of six metrics namely AMBE, SD,
E, PSNR, UIQ and EBCM for ID0001, ID0002, ID0003 and
ID0004 images, whereas Table 4 shows average values (aver-
aged for 1000 test images) of all six metrics along with
total execution time, obtained using various HE methods.
The best three results in Tables 3 and 4 are being shown
in boldface. Observing Table 3, it can be asserted that the
proposed method performs well for ID0003 image for five
metrics, while the best performance of proposed algorithm
limits to only one metric for ID0002 image but the value
of other metrics like AMBE, SD and E are very close to
third best parameter values. A very similar scenario as that of
ID0002 is also observed for ID0001 and ID0004 images. It is
worth noting that, the main reason behind good performance
of image ID0003 is due to adjacency of a threshold value
at which ID0003 gives best performance with the trade-off
values of l− and l+. The proposed algorithm can be explicitly
extended to different areas and its best performance can be
elementarily achieved by precluding metrics that are outliers
from best performing core metrics.
Note that, it is not equitable to limit the performance
evaluation of any algorithm to only four images, hence it
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FIGURE 10. Results of various HE methods for San Francisco (Golden Gate) image.
is beneficial to expand the overall performance evaluation
from four images to average of 1000 images. From Table 4,
it can be observed that the proposed method gives the perfor-
mance close to the best value for each parameter, whereas
other methods achieve the best performance in terms of
few parameters only and suffers with comparatively less
satisfactory performance in terms of remaining parameters.
For example, among all HE methods used for compari-
son purpose, SDDMHE methods have the best performance
in terms of AMBE, E, PSNR and UIQ, as these methods
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FIGURE 11. Image represented in the form of 3D RGB scatter plot for various HE methods for San Francisco (Golden
Gate) image.
use normalisation function derived from the input image.
However due to the normalisation of intensities SDDMHE
methods fail to enhance the contrast effectively and hence
have relatively lower values of SD and EBCM. Similarly,
BBHE and DSIHE methods have superior performance in
terms of SD and EBCM, but have relatively less satisfactory
performance in terms of other parameters such as PSNR and
UIQ. On the other hand, the proposed method gives near-best
performance for all parameters.
Since proposed method is fuzzy-based, it is fair to compare
its performance with other fuzzy-based HE methods. For this
purpose, BPDFHE [23] method is used for performance com-
parison, which is a fuzzy based multi-HE method. Although
BPDFHE method effectively preserves the mean brightness
of the images compared to other HE methods, it is one
of the most computationally expensive method due to the
multiple segmentation process which is evident from Table 4.
In contrast, as evident from Table 4, the proposed method
outperforms the BPDFHE method in terms six metrics (out
of eight) that excludes AMBE and E. Comparison of BBHE,
DSIHE and proposed method in Table 4 reveals that the
performances of these methods in terms of ABME, SD, E
and EBCM are very close to each other, while performance
difference is high for PSNR and UIQ. Note that, in order
to compare the objective quality of images processed by
various HE methods, two metrics namely PSNR and UIQ
are used. Higher the value of these metrics, better is the
image quality. The percentage score of the proposed method
in terms of higher output EBCM value compared to its input
is 94.7%.
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FIGURE 12. Results of various HE methods for underwater image.
Finally, to compare the computational complexity of var-
ious methods average execution time of each algorithm is
also recorded in Table 4. It is observed that the proposed
method has relatively higher complexity compared to CHE,
BBHE and DSIHE, but it is comparable to other methods.
The reason of higher complexity is due to searching of an
optimal threshold by using two differently skewed level-snip
MFs and finding the average value.
In order to further strengthen our claim that the proposed
method gives the performance very close to the best value in
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FIGURE 13. Image represented in the form of 3D RGB scatter plot for various HE methods for underwater image.
terms of majority of metrics, normalised bar plots comparing
relative performance of all HEmethods in terms of sixmetrics
(namely AMBE, SD, E, PSNR, UIQ and EBCM) are shown
in Fig. 9. Note that bar peak represents mean value and error
bar represents standard deviation of the correspondingmetric.
A detailed analysis reveals that SDDMHE-D methods have
the best performance in terms of AMBE, E, PSNR and UIQ,
whereas CHE method gives the best performance in terms
of SD and EBCM, and all other HE methods have their
performance in between that of these twoHEmethods. Recall
that, the objective of the proposed algorithm is to offer an
optimal performance in terms of all metrics, which is very
much justified from Fig. 9. For example, if we set a level
of 0.6 in Fig. 9, then the advantage of proposedmethod can be
highlighted. It can be observe that at this level the proposed
method has mean values of four metrics namely SD, E, PSNR
and UIQ above 0.6, while other HE methods have only either
two or three metrics over it. Thus the bar plot analysis verifies
and confirms that the proposed method though is not the best,
but it gives the optimal performance which is very close to the
best for all metrics.
IV. COLOR IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
The proposed method which is primarily being developed
for gray scale images, can be easily extended to the colour
images. For this purpose RGB image are first transformed
to HSV colour space [45], [46]. Then the proposed method
is applied on luminance component (V ) only, and the
unprocessed chrominance components are later combined.
Finally, the inverse transformation is performed to obtain the
enhanced RGB image. Fig. 10 shows the contrast enhance-
ment of the San Francisco (Golden Gate) image using pro-
posed method. From Fig. 10, it can be observed that the
proposed fuzzy method with values of l− and l+ equal to
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TABLE 5. Comparison of naturalness quality of processed images in terms of BRISQUE and NIQE.
0.1385 and 0.2515 respectively, when applied on V compo-
nent, enhances the image contrast without introducing satu-
ration artifacts and the resultant image is qualitatively similar
to that of images enhanced by BBHE and DSIHE methods.
Fig. 11 shows the 3D RGB scatter plot for various HE
methods, which demonstrates the expansion of histogram
to optimal level. From Fig. 11(a) it can be observed that
points are clustered in a small area, which indicates the
low contrast of the original image. As the image contrast
is enhanced, the area of the accumulation increases. Note
that, among all HE methods, only CHE has changed the
characteristics for the original image to higher extent (refer
Fig. 11(b)). Observing the plots of all equalised images i.e.
Figs. 11(b)-(k), it can be stated that the proposed method has
efficiently improved the contrast of the image and stretched
the scatter plot efficiently over the dynamic range without
distorting the characteristics of the original image.
Similar observations can also be made for a low contrast
underwater image shown in Fig. 12. The underwater image is
mostly composed of high percentage of green colour and it
is difficult to achieve contrast enhancement for such images
[47]. Observing the conventionally equalised image, it can be
asserted that CHE method has saturated the intensities of the
image and distorted its original characteristics which is also
evident from corresponding scatter plot shown in Fig. 13(a).
On the other hand, BBHE and DSIHEmethods, including the
proposed method have efficiently enhanced the image con-
trast, whereas BHEPL and BHEPL-D methods has limited
contrast enhancement capability. Furthermore, a close obser-
vation of scatter plots illustrated in Figs. 13(c), (d) and (k)
suggest that the proposed method on underwater image has
resulted into slightly broader expansion of scatter plot com-
pared to that of BBHE and DSIHE methods. So it can be
stated that the proposed method has an ability to efficiently
enhance the contrast of the imagewhile preserving its original
characteristics.
In order to evaluate the objective distortion in the natural
appearance of the colour images during enhancement pro-
cess, two metrics namely Blind/Referenceless Image Spatial
Quality Evaluator (BRISQUE) [48] and Natural Image Qual-
ity Evaluator (NIQE) [49] are considered. Note that, both
the metrics are based on the assumption that the natural
images are comprised of some specific statistical properties,
such as the luminance coefficients of natural images follow
Gaussian-like distribution etc., which modifies during trans-
formation process [48]. Hence, the least value of BRISQUE
and NIQE represents comparatively less distortion in the
statistical properties during enhancement process. Observing
Table 5, it can be asserted that the proposed method is able to
enhance the colour images without distorting the properties
related to its natural appearance.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, it has been highlighted that the mean/median
based histogram segmentation process do not always deliver
the best performance in terms of all parameters used to
quantify the performance of histogram equalisation. To over-
come this problem, a novel fuzzy based bi-HE method is pro-
posed, which ensures selection of a threshold for histogram
partitioning using a level-snip technique, such that equalised
image posses better visual characteristics. The simulation
results suggest that the proposed method results in the qual-
ity of enhanced images comparable to that of mean/median
based bi-HE methods. From the performance evaluation over
wide range of images, it is observed that the proposed method
delivers optimal contrast enhancement while preserving the
information content and natural appearance of the image.
This is due to the fact that the proposed method selects
fuzzy threshold that offers optimal trade-off among various
performance metrics. The proposed algorithm is inclusive
and can be explicitly extended to different areas like remote
sensing, underwater imaging, healthcare, security systems
etc. The specific application of the proposed algorithm can be
elementarily achieved by precluding metrics that are outliers
from best performing core metrics. Further, the variables of
the fuzzy MF such as l−, l+, a1, a2, and a3 can be esti-
mated using genetic algorithm or particle swarm optimization
algorithm.
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